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Abstract

When dealing with electrification of working machines, energy-efficient operation is
key to maximise the usage of the limited capacity of on-board batteries. Previous
research indicate that plenty is gained by reducing component and system losses by
means of design. In contrast, this paper focuses on how to maximise energy efficiency
by means of control optimisation. Dynamic programming with backward-facing sim-
ulation is used to find the optimal electric motor speed trajectory for a scooptram ma-
chine equipped with pump control, using digital displacement pumps with dynamic
flow sharing as enabling technology. The results show that low shaft speed is pre-
ferred to minimise drag losses from parasitic components, partly facilitated by the
relatively high and operation point-independent efficiencies of the pumps and electric
motor. The results indicate energy reduction of 5 - 9 %, where higher figures could be
expected for other, more hydraulic-intense applications, such as excavators.

Keywords: Control Optimisation, Pump Control, Digital Displacement Pump, Mo-
bile Hydraulics

1 Introduction
Mining machines are mobile working machines used to move ore and other granular material in mines. Cur-
rently, these machines are subject to electrification, with decreased global use of energy and fossil fuels as primary
motivators. For mining machines, a lowered energy consumption is directly related to cost for the user, but elec-
trification also has positive side effects. By replacing the conventionally used combustion engine with an electric
power source, local emissions such as exhaust gases, heat and noise are reduced. This reduction, or even elimina-
tion, improves the working environment for the machine operator and reduces the need for ventilation, which is a
major energy consumer in a mine.

For electrified system solutions with on-board batteries, limited energy capacity compared to diesel fuel puts high
requirements on the energy efficiency of the machine’s motion system. This aspect is challenging in particular for
the work functions, that conventionally are powered by a hydraulic system with throttle control. In pump-controlled
hydraulic systems, valve throttling is minimised by powering each function with an individual pump [1].

Traditionally, pump-controlled systems have been difficult to motivate as they require the pumps to be dimen-
sioned for the maximum flow of each function. With several functions, this results in an expensive system with
multiple large pumps that primarily operate at part load with poor efficiency [2]. In this paper, the use of a digital
displacement pump (DDP) is considered as a measure to mitigate the above-mentioned drawbacks of pump control.

1.1 Scope and Delimitations

The aim of the paper is to, in terms of energy efficiency, evaluate the potential of the concept presented in section
2 applied to the Epiroc ST14 Battery, and to investigate the gains of optimally controlling the electric motor shaft
speed. The work functions considered are boom, bucket and steering while the component sizing and the driveline
are not within the scope of the paper. The current available DDP version from Danfoss is considered, which
operates in pump-mode only [3]. Energy recuperation from the loads is thus not considered.
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1.2 Scooptram

The mining machine considered in this paper is referred to as scooptram. Similar to a wheel loader, a scooptram
uses articulated steering and has a loader with boom and bucket. In contrast to the wheel loader a scooptram
is, however, designed to be used under ground, and therefore has stricter space requirements, which results in a
rather compact design. The specific machine model studied in this paper is the Epiroc ST14 Battery [4], shown in
figure 1. It has a battery (Li-Ion NMC) as primary energy source, which is swapped to a recharged battery when
empty. This concept allows battery charging from the grid and machine operation to occur simultaneously. The
ST14 Battery uses one electric motor (traction motor) for propulsion and another (auxiliary motor) to power the
work functions (boom, bucket and steering). Today, the work functions are implemented with a conventional load
sensing system with two axial-piston pumps connected in parallel. This paper explores the potential of replacing
each axial-piston pump with a Danfoss Digital Displacement Pump (DDP) [3], shown in figure 2.

(a) Epiroc ST14 Battery.

Property Value Unit
Mass 42 Tonnes
Nominal power (traction motor) 200 kW
Nominal power (auxiliary motor) 160 kW

(b) Machine Data [4].

Figure 1: Scooptram application considered in the paper.

1.3 Digital Displacement Pump

A DDP is a piston pump where the flow is controlled by individually connecting and disconnecting each piston
to the pump’s high and low pressure sides, enabled by actively controlled high-speed solenoid valves [5]. The
pump displacement is then varied by controlling the number of active and non-active pump cylinders during one
or several shaft revolutions [3]. Within the scope of this paper, it is assumed that this property is equivalent to a
continuously variable displacement in a conventional pump.

A benefit with the DDP design is that it results in significantly higher part load efficiencies compared to con-
ventional axial piston pumps. This benefit was showcased in the 16-tonnes DEXTER excavator, where the con-
ventional pumps were replaced with DDPs. This swap resulted in fuel savings of up to 20 % with maintained
productivity [6].

Another attractive feature of the DDP is that its physical layout facilitates access to the individual pistons. One
pump can thus be treated as several pumps connected in parallel on the same shaft. Each pump, referred to as
pumplet, can in turn be dedicated to an individual function [7]. If each pumplet flow is individually controlled,
a system solution classified as a centralised pump-controlled system with mechanical power distribution [1] can
thereby be achieved. In this paper, in contrast to [7], the DDPs are powered by an electric motor with variable
speed, which presents a degree of freedom.

(a) Danfoss Digital Displacement Pump (DDP).

Property Value Unit
Max displacement DP 96 cm3/revolution
Number of pumplets 4
Pumplet displacement Dp 24 cm3/revolution
Pistons per pumplet 3
Piston volume 8 cm3

(b) Size data (one unit) [3].

Figure 2: Danfoss Digital Displacement Pump (DDP).
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From a control perspective, a pump with variable speed and variable displacement has a degree of freedom since
the pump flow is the product of these two variables. Traditionally, this freedom has been locked by considering
either constant speed or constant displacement, primarily due to cost reasons [1]. One recent exception is [8],
where a speed-controlled pump with discretely variable displacement is considered. As previously mentioned, this
paper assumes continuously variable pumplet displacements.

1.4 Dynamic Programming

To lock the degree of freedom, optimal control is considered in this paper, using deterministic Dynamic Program-
ming (DP). With DP, the control problem is discretised in state-time, where a recorded drive cycle is used to find
the optimal control decision for each discrete time instant of the cycle, proceeding backward in time. The primary
benefit with DP is that it yields the globally optimal solution (for a given discretisation). This benefit does, how-
ever, come with two important drawbacks. The first is a high computational cost, that increases exponentially
with the number of states and control signals considered. The other is that it requires knowledge of the complete
cycle, which means that the obtained control strategy is not implementable in practice. Rather, the results from the
DP optimisation can be used to develop and evaluate causal control strategies. This is common practice within re-
search of hybrid vehicles, where a DP result is commonly used as benchmark when evaluating energy management
strategies, see for instance [9]. In this paper, the use of DP serves primarily two purposes:

• To explore the maximum potential of the considered system concept.

• To provide knowledge on how to optimally control the concept in a future implementation.

2 System Concept
Figure 3 shows the concept investigated in the paper. The conventional pumps in the ST14 Battery are replaced
with DDPs (P1 and P2) connected to two valve blocks, while the rest of the system is unchanged. The three loads
are controlled with directional valves (V1-V3) that are assumed fully open when the load cylinders are in motoring
mode and are used for meter-out throttling when the load cylinders are in pumping mode. The boom and bucket
functions have bypass valves that are assumed to be controlled simultaneously with the directional valve of each
function, to redirect some of the flow from the piston side chamber to the piston rod side chamber when the cylinder
is in pumping mode, thereby reducing the required pump flow.

DC/AC

DC/AC

Transmission

Bypass 
valves

Figure 3: Layout of the system to be optimised. States that are determined directly by the drive cycle in the
optimisation are highlighted in bold. Any check valves for load holding purposes are omitted in the figure.

The pumplets are connected to a static block which combines the pumplets into groups. The dynamic block
connects the pumplet groups to the loads. In contrast to the static block, the dynamic block can change during
use of the system, thereby enabling dynamic flow or pumplet allocation [7]. The idea of the concept is to dedicate
group 1, 2 and 3 to load 1, 2 and 3, respectively, and have group 4 available as a shared resource. For instance,
if 100 l/min is required by load 1, but group 1 can only provide 50 l/min, group 4 can provide the remaining 50
l/min. This enables moderate pumplet sizes as the loads seldom require their maximum flow simultaneously for
the considered application.

The DDPs are powered by the auxiliary electric motor (Aux EM) which also powers peripheral mechanical func-
tions (Pper,M , e.g. brakes, cooling) and the transmission clutch boost circuit, which consists of a fixed displacement
gear pump (Db) connected to a pressure relief valve. The auxiliary and traction (Ptrac) electric motors are powered
by the battery which also powers peripheral electric functions (Pper,E , e.g. A/C, battery cooling).

As previously discussed, the speed of the auxiliary electric motor is a free variable, and there is a compromise to
make between shaft speed and flow sharing. This compromise is found using control optimisation in this paper.
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3 Problem Formulation
The control optimisation problem for the considered concept is formulated as:

minimize
uem(t)

EB
(
uem(t),Λ(t)

)

subject to 0≤ εp,k(t)≤ 1, k = 1,2, . . . ,zp ,

us(t) = j, j ∈ [0,1, . . . ,zL],

uem,min ≤ uem(t)≤ uem,max,

IB,min(t)≤ IB(t)≤ IB,max(t),

ωem,aux,min(t)≤ ωem,aux(t)≤ ωem,aux,max,

ω̇em,aux(t) = uem(t),

ωem,aux(t0) = ωem,aux,min(t0),

ωem,aux,min(t f )≤ ωem,aux(t f )≤ ωem,aux,max

(1)

where uem(t) is the control signal, which is the angular acceleration of the auxiliary electric motor. This choice
of control signal is made to enable limitation in shaft acceleration and thus avoid solutions with undesired and
unrealistic shattering of the motor speed. It may also be noted that the introduction of the angular acceleration
defines the angular speed as a state, which makes the optimal solution time-dependant. From a strict mathematical
perspective, uem(t) may also be interpreted as an additional degree of freedom. Λ(t) is the drive cycle:

Λ(t) =




FL,i(t)
vL,i(t)

...
FL,zL(t)
vL,zL(t)
Ptrac(t)

ωem,aux,min(t)




, with t ∈ [t0, t f ] (2)

where FL,i(t) and vL,i(t) is the force and velocity of load i, respectively. Pem,trac(t) is the power to the driveline and
ωem,aux,min(t) is the minimum speed of the auxiliary motor as required from the driveline transmission to obtain
sufficient flow to its boost circuit. t0 and t f are the starting time and final time of the drive cycle, respectively. The
cost to minimise is the total energy consumed by the battery during the cycle:

EB =
∫ t f

t0
−PB,ch(t)dt (3)

where PB,ch(t) is the battery charging power (PB,ch > 0 for charging, PB,ch ≤ 0 for discharging).

4 Model
The DP algorithm uses a backward-facing simulation model to evaluate the cost-to-go at each time step. The input
to this model is thus the drive cycle, Λ(t), and the grid of states and control signals. In the following equations,
this means that ωem,aux is regarded as given.

Some important modelling assumptions:

1. Constant tank pressure, pT ≈ 0.

2. Each control valve (V1,2,3) and on/off valve in the dynamic valve block yield a constant pressure drop ∆pv.

3. Lossless cylinders.

4. When active, the bypass valves are controlled so that the full piston rod chamber flow is supplied by the
piston chamber flow.

5. The pumplets’ displacements are continuously variable.

6. Lossless static valve block.
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4.1 Cylinders

The steering motion of the machine is actuated with two identical asymmetric cylinders connected in parallel. This
arrangement is modelled as an equivalent symmetric cylinder. Similarly, the boom function’s two cylinders are
modelled as an equivalent asymmetric cylinder. Assumptions 1 - 3 yield the load pressure pL,i for load i:

pL,i =





FL,i+∆pvAA,i
AB,i

+∆pv PL,i > 0, vL,i > 0
∆pvAA,i−FL,i

AB,i
+∆pv PL,i > 0, vL,i ≤ 0

∆pv PL,i ≤ 0

(4)

where PL,i is the power consumed by load i:

PL,i = FL,ivL,i (5)

The load flow qL,i for load i is:

qL,i =

{
vL,iAA,i vL,i > 0
−vL,iAB,i vL,i ≤ 0

(6)

For the boom and bucket functions, assumption 4 yields:

qL,i = 0 for PL,i ≤ 0, vL,i ≤ 0, i ∈ [2,3] (7)

4.2 Dynamic valve block

The configuration of the dynamic valve block is a function of the control signal us, which is implicitly defined by
ωem,aux after the introduction of the following rules:

1. Flow sharing is only used when a group is saturated,

2. When flow is shared, the load flow is divided equally between the saturated and shared pumplet groups,

3. The flow of each pumplet group is divided equally between the pumplets connected to this group,

To decide if sharing should occur, the maximum flow available at each group can first be calculated as:

qG,max =




qG,max,1
...

qG,max,zG


= MPG,qqp,max = MPG,q




qp,max,1
...

qp,max,zp


 (8)

where zG is the total number of groups and zp is the total number of pumplets. MPG,q = MT
GP,p is a [zG× zp] matrix

with zeros and ones that correspond to the connections in the static valve block (see further details in section 4.3).
For the considered concept:

qp,max,k =

{
DpωP,1 1≤ k ≤ 4
DpωP,2 5≤ k ≤ 8

(9)

where ωP,l is the shaft speed of pump l:

ωP,l = ig,lωem,aux (10)

where ig,l is the gear ratio of the gear connecting pump l to the auxiliary electric motor. Define jsat as the group
index at which group flow is saturated:

qL, jsat > qG,max, jsat , jsat ∈ [1,2, . . . ,zL] (11)

where zL is the total number of loads. According to rule 2 the flow, qG, j, at group j is then determined as:
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qG, j =





qL,i i 6= jsat
∑

zp
i=1 MGP,p(i, j)

∑
zp
i=1 MGP,p(i, j)+∑

zp
i=1 MGP,p(i,zG)

·qL,i i = jsat
, j ∈ [1,2, . . . ,zL] (12)

For the considered configuration:

∑zp
i=1 MGP,p(i, j)

∑zp
i=1 MGP,p(i, j)+∑zp

i=1 MGP,p(i,zG)
=

1
2
, j ∈ [1,2, . . . ,zL] (13)

The flow at the shared group is:

qG,4 =

{
0 i 6= jsat

qL,i−qG,i i = jsat
(14)

and finally the group pressures are:

pG, j =





pL, j j ∈ [1,2,3]{
0 i 6= jsat

pL,i +∆pv i = jsat
j = 4

(15)

4.3 Static Valve Block

To determine the pumplet flows and pressures, the group flows and pressures are first collected in the vectors qG
and pG, respectively:

qG =




qG,1
...

qG,zG


 , pG =




pG,1
...

pG,zG


 (16)

Similarly, the pumplet flows and pressures are collected as:

qp =




qp,1
...

qp,zp


 , pp =




pp,1
...

pp,zp


 (17)

Ignoring pressure losses in the static valve bock, the pumplet pressures can then be determined by:

pp = MGP,p · pG (18)

where MGP,p is a [zp× zG] matrix with ones and zeros that corresponds to the connections in the static valve block.
For the configuration considered in this paper (figure 3):

MGP,p =




1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1




(19)

Ignoring leakage and obeying rule 3, the pumplet flows are determined as:

qp = MGP,q ·qG (20)

where MGP,q is a [zG× zp] matrix with each element:
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MGP,q(k, j) =
MGP,p(k, j)

∑zp
i=1 MGP,p(i, j)

(21)

For the configuration considered in this paper:

MGP,q =
1
2
·MGP,p (22)

4.4 Pumps

The relative displacement, εp,k, of pumplet k connected to pump l can then be determined according to:

εp,k =
qp,k

DpωP,l
(23)

The total efficiency, ηp,k, of pumplet k connected to pump l is then calculated with linear interpolation in an
efficiency map obtained from the pump manufacturer:

ηp,k = f
(
ωP,l , pp,k,εp,k

)
(24)

The efficiencies are then used to calculate the input power to each pumplet:

Pp,k =
qp,k pp,k

ηp,k
(25)

The power input to each pumplet can then be used to calculate the torques of pump 1 and 2:

TP,1 =
∑4

k=1 Pp,k

ωP,1
, TP,2 =

∑zp
k=5 Pp,k

ωP,2
(26)

4.5 Mechanical Losses

The boost circuit for the driveline transmission is modelled as a constant torque, assuming ideal pressure relief
valve characteristics:

Tb,trac =
pbDb

ηp,b
(27)

where pb is the boost pressure, Db the boost pump volumetric displacement and ηp,b the boost pump hydromech-
anical efficiency (assumed constant, ηp,b ≈ 0.8). Other peripheral mechanical losses are modelled as a constant
power loss, estimated from the drive cycles:

Tper,M =
Pper,M

ωP,2
(28)

4.6 Auxiliary Electric Motor

The total torque on the auxiliary electric motor is then:

Tem,aux =
TP,1 +Tb,trac

ηg
ig,1 +

TP,2 +Tper,M

ηg
ig,2 (29)

where ηg are the gear efficiencies (assumed constant, ηg ≈ 0.98). The efficiency, ηem,aux, of the auxiliary electric
motor is calculated with linear interpolation in an efficiency map obtained from the electric motor manufacturer:

ηem,aux = f (Tem,aux,ωem,aux) (30)

which yields the input power to the auxiliary electric motor:

Pem,aux,in =
Tem,auxωem,aux

ηem,aux
(31)
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4.7 Electric circuit

The battery output power is calculated as:

PB =−Pem,trac−
Pem,aux,in

ηinv
−Pper,E (32)

where Pper,E is electric peripheral losses, which are assumed constant and were estimated from the drive cycle. ηinv
is the inverter efficiency (assumed constant). Pem,trac is the power to the driveline electric motor:

Pem,trac =

{
Ptrac
ηinv

Ptrac ≥ 0
Ptracηinv Ptrac < 0

(33)

where Ptrac is the power to the driveline recorded during the drive cycle. The battery current, IB, is then obtained
as:

IB =
−Uemk

2RB
+

√(
Uemk

2RB

)2

+
PB

RB
(34)

where Uemk and RB are the electromotive force voltage and the internal resistance of the battery, respectively, which
are both assumed to be constant and which values were obtained from the battery manufacturer. This finally yields
the battery charge power:

PB,ch = PB−RBI2
B (35)

5 Drive Cycle
The drive cycle used in the optimisation is a short loading cycle (two repetitions, with total time t f = 140 seconds,
t0 = 0) that was recorded with a ST14 Battery operated by a professional operator. In the recorded cycle, the
machine fills the bucket in a gravel pile, reverses, turns, drives to another pile and empties the bucket. After
the recording, the results were post-processed to obtain some of the states used in the optimisation (see equation
(2)). The piston forces were calculated from the logged cylinder pressures and the cylinder dimensions, assuming
lossless cylinders. The boom piston position was first calculated from the logged boom angle and geometrical data
and then differentiated and filtered with a moving average filter to obtain the piston velocity. Similarly, the steer
piston velocity was obtained from the steer angle while the bucket velocity was calculated from the logged piston
position. The driveline power was calculated from the logged torque and speed of the driveline electric motor.

6 Results and Discussion
The optimisation problem in section 3 was solved with DP using the implementation in [10] with the settings in
table 1. The time discretisation was made with a time step of 0.2 seconds, which is regarded as the minimum
actuation time of the on/off valves used in the dynamic valve block.

Table 1: Optimisation settings.

Parameter Value Unit
Time step 0.2 seconds
Max motor speed ωem,aux,max 3000 rpm
Motor speed grid size 200 points
Minimum motor shaft acceleration uem,min -100 rad/s2

Maximum motor shaft acceleration uem,max 100 rad/s2

Motor shaft acceleration grid size 49 points

The resulting state trajectory (auxiliary motor shaft speed), the shared group load dedication (us(t)) and the pumplet
group pressures for the optimised cycle are shown in figure 4 while the group and load flows are shown in figure 5.
The optimisation maximises the shared group use to minimise the auxiliary motor speed. Parts of the cycle require
higher shaft speed to match the required flow. These parts can be observed in figures 4-5 as the bucket filling
phases (20-40 seconds and 80-100 seconds) and the boom raising phases (50-70 seconds and 110-120 seconds).
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Figure 4: Auxiliary motor speed, flow sharing control signal and normalised group pressures for the optimised
cycle.
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Figure 6 shows bubble plots for the pumps and the auxiliary electric motor. In these figures as well, it is clear
that low speed is preferred, since around 50 % of the cycle is spent near 900 rpm. It may be noted though, that
maximum efficiency of the pumps and the electric motors is not prioritised, as the efficiency-optimal speeds for
both these components are significantly higher (around 2000-3500 rpm). It was found that the reason for this
was the power loss due to the transmission boost circuit. This loss increases proportionally to the electric motor
shaft speed and is significantly larger (approximately a factor 2) than the losses in the pumps and the electric motor.
These results highlight the benefits of considering the complete system rather than the individual components when
evaluating energy efficiency, and of having high and relatively flat (operation point-independent) efficiencies in the
pumps and electric motors. For the ST14 Battery machine, the results also suggest that an alternative solution for
the boost circuit could be interesting.
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Figure 6: Bubble plots for the pumps and the auxiliary electric motor for the optimised cycle.

To investigate the gains of optimally controlling the motor speed, an optimisation with constant speed, chosen as
the highest value in figure 4 (2800 rpm), was carried out. The resulting cycle energy is shown in figure 7, where
the energy for the baseline case (load-sensing with axial-piston pumps) and the optimised case are also shown
for comparison. Compared with the baseline case, the total cycle energy was decreased with 5 % using constant
speed, while optimal speed control added an additional drop of 4 %. The losses decreased with 16 % with constant
speed with an additional drop of 14 % with optimally controlled speed. The primary cause for the improvements
were found to be reduced pump losses and reduced valve throttling losses. One important source of error are the
peripheral electrical losses (Pper,E ), which were difficult to estimate accurately and stands for approximately 7 - 8
% of the cycle’s total energy consumption. This indicates a need to investigate these losses in more detail.

Compared to [6, 7], the obtained improvements may be considered surprisingly small. In [6, 7], the application is,
however, an excavator with a diesel engine, where parts of the savings were achieved by selecting a more fuel-
optimal point of the engine. In addition, all power is actuated with the hydraulic system in an excavator while
the driveline represented 53 % of the energy consumption for the scooptram in the considered cycle (see figure
7a). Moreover, in contrast to an excavator, simultaneous use of multiple hydraulic functions is rare in a scooptram,
which results in low pressure-compensating losses in the baseline case. The gains from introducing pump control
in the considered application are therefore relatively low compared to the excavator considered in [7].

The results indicate that approximately 4 % extra energy savings are gained by optimally controlling the electric
motor speed, where the gains are almost exclusively due to the lowered losses in the transmission boost circuit.
This improvement is in the same order of magnitude as was found for the truck loader crane considered in [8],
and may be seen as moderate. One important reason for this improvement being moderate is that the pumps and
the electric motor both have relatively high efficiency for a large operational domain, which therefore makes the
speed parameter of less importance (efficiency-wise) for these components. The fact that scooptrams often operate
non-stop in short loading cycles still, however, makes 4 % a desirable improvement. On that same topic, all the
presented results are based on one cycle, and other cycles may lead to a different number.

Furthermore, it may be noted that the boom and bucket functions have high amounts of energy that potentially be
recuperated, which could further lower the energy losses.
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(a) Cycle energy distribution (Baseline). The function energies were calcu-
lated as the integrated mechanical power (FL,i ·vL,i) for each function. The
green fields indicate negative power that potentially could be recuperated.
The losses were calculated as the difference between the logged battery
input power and the total output power (functions plus traction).
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Figure 7: Cycle energy. The baseline cycle energy was calculated from the recorded battery current and voltage.

7 Conclusions and Outlook
The Digital Displacement Pump facilitates the implementation of pump control in a mobile working machine. By
using control optimisation, the maximum potential of the considered pump control concept with dynamic flow
sharing could be evaluated. The optimal control results show that a strategy with minimised electric motor speed
is preferred, primarily due to drag losses from the boost circuit of the transmission clutch actuation system. This
strategy is facilitated by the high and relatively operation point-independent efficiencies of the pumps and electric
motor. The results indicate a 5 % decrease in total system energy use for the considered short loading cycle, with
an additional 4 % drop if the electric motor speed is optimally controlled. The improvements primarily come from
reduced pump and valve throttling losses.

The low amount of simultaneous function use in the considered application suggest that greater loss reductions is to
be expected for a more hydraulic-intense application, such as an excavator. Moreover, the obtained results depend
on the considered concept, load cycle and the component sizes. It should also be emphasised that the obtained
optimal strategy is not implementable in a causal controller, which indicate lower savings in a final application.
Other applications, load cycles, concepts, combined control and component sizing optimisation and development
of causal control strategies are, consequently, subjects for future work.
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Nomenclature

Designation Denotation Unit

AA/B A/B-side piston area m2

D Volumetric displacement m3/rad
∆pv Valve pressure drop Pa
E Energy J
ε Relative displacement -
η Efficiency -
F Force N
I Current A
ig Gear ratio -
Λ Drive cycle (vector)
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MGP,p/q Static valve block pressure/flow matrix (Groups->pumplets) (matrix)
MGP,p/q Static valve block pressure/flow matrix (Groups->pumplets) (matrix)
v Velocity m/s
E Energy J
ω Rotational speed rad/s
P Power W
p Pressure Pa
q Flow m3/s
R Resistance Ohm
T Torque Nm
t0 Cycle start time seconds
t f Cycle end time seconds
U Voltage V
uem/s Electric motor/flow sharing control signal rad/s2 (-)
zG Total number of groups (zG = 4 here) -
zL Total number of loads (zL = 3 here) -
zp Total number of pumplets (zp = 8 here) -

Subscripts

aux Auxiliary i Load number P Pump
B Battery inv Inverter p Pumplet
b Boost j Group number per Peripheral
E Electric k Pumplet number sat Saturated
em Electric motor L Load T Tank
emk Electromotive force l Pump number trac Traction
G Group M Mechanical
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